SUMMER SIM’17 STUDENT COLLOQUIUM

STUDENT COLLOQUIUM CHAIRS

- Zeljko Zilic, McGill University, Canada, zeljko.zilic@mcgill.ca
- Bryan Ferguson, University of Washington, USA, biferg@uw.edu

AIMS AND SCOPE

SummerSim’17 is soliciting short papers to be presented as presentations at the Student Colloquium at the annual Summer Simulation Multiconference. Deadlines are the same as those listed in the SummerSim web page.

We invite graduate students to present their research, which can be in any stage of development. An extended abstract of 750 words should be submitted to describe the student’s research.

- Authors of accepted extended abstracts will give a short talk (10 mins) at the Student Colloquium event.
- Extended abstracts will be published in the conference proceedings, but not in the ACM digital library.
- SummerSim’16 will provide participants with a one-year SCS Student Membership.

TOPICS

Submissions are encouraged in all areas of modeling and simulation, as listed in the SummerSim’16 call for papers. In particular, we are seeking papers in the following areas:

- Discrete Event Modeling and Simulation;
- Computer/Communication Networks with Special Emphasis on Modeling and Simulation;
- Numerical Simulation and Optimization as Applied to Business and Industry;
- Parallel and Distributed Simulators and Simulation Techniques;
- Application of Modeling and Simulation in Biology;
- Use of Modeling and Simulation in the Area of Computer Security;
- Modeling and Simulation in the area of Neural Networks;
- Modeling and Simulation Related to Image/Video Compression/Processing and Robotic Vision;
- Any Aspect of Modeling and Simulation Related to the Military;
- Modeling, Analysis and Simulation of Telecommunication Systems;
- Web-based Modeling and Simulation;
- High-performance Computing and Simulation;
- Network/Internet Traffic Modeling and Workload Characterization;
- Simulation Languages, Tools, and Environments;
- Simulation of Parallel Systems, Distributed Systems and Databases;
- Simulation of Clusters, Grids and Wireless Systems;
- Simulation of Multimedia Applications and Systems;
- Modeling and Simulation of Real-Time and Embedded Systems;
- Simulation Methodology, Theory and Philosophy.

AWARDS

One Best Student Research Award will be given to students, according to the quality of their work and presentation. The awards ceremony will take place at the end of the Student Colloquium event.
Extended abstracts for the Student Colloquium must follow the Paper Formatting Guidelines for the conference. All final submissions are to be made electronically to SCS via the SCS Conference Proceedings Management System for SummerSim'17 Student Colloquium. Include complete postal and e-mail addresses, fax and phone numbers of corresponding author. Submissions must be in English. For further instructions, please refer to the Submission Instructions in the SCS Conference Proceedings Management System web site. Submissions will be peer-reviewed by the Program Committee to ensure quality.

For submission guidelines go to http://scs.org/authorskit/. Papers should be submitted through the following link: http://www.softconf.com/sim/SCSC17/.